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Sub-Doppler optical-optical
double-resonance excitation spectra of BaF were recorded
using two single-mode cw dye lasers. In the 30 000-cm-’ region, the electronic states
observed were E’Z+ and PII. The latter had been previously assigned as the “EZ+”
state by Fowler [Phys. Rev. 59, 645-652 (1941)]. The (3, 0) and (4, 0) bands of the E’Z+B*Z+ transition and the (1, 0) and (2, 0) bands of the FLII-B’Z+ transition were rotationally
analyzed. The molecular constants suggest inferences about the dominant atomic orbital
character of the Rydberg molecular orbitals responsible for the E’X+ and FYI electronic
states. A new electronic state, the E’ W, is predicted. The molecular parameters obtained
(in cm-‘, la uncertainty in parentheses) are
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I. INTRODUCTION

Barium fluoride is of interest because it should be possible to represent the
Ba+F- molecule by a one-electron hydrogenic model. The electronic states arise
from excitation of the single nonbonding electron to higher-lying orbitals. Some
of these electronic states can be arranged into Rydberg series and it is particularly
interesting to determine which Rydberg orbitals are responsible for the observed
electronic states.
In order to study the electronic spectrum of barium monofluoride, we have
used the technique of optical-optical
double-resonance
(OODR) excitation
spectroscopy (I ). As the name indicates, the method employs two visible-wavelength photons: the wavelength of the first photon is adjusted to excite the molecule to an intermediate state, then the wavelength of the second photon is scanned,
thus probing high-lying states in the region 3.5-4.5 eV above X%+. When the
wavelength of the second photon is tuned onto resonance, an ultraviolet fluorescence signal can be detected.
This technique not only gives access to high-lying electronic states, but it also
results in sub-Doppler linewidths. Furthermore, the excitation spectra are free of
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overlap, which makes rotational assignment a trivial task. The major drawback is
that the method is time consuming because a large number of l-cm-’ scans must
be taken and the frequency of each line measured precisely relative to the I2 spectrum in order to characterize an electronic state.
In the present OODR experiments, the first laser excited the B”C+-X’C+ transition of BaF. While the frequency of the first laser was held fixed, the frequency of
the second laser was scanned and the undispersed uv fluorescence was monitored. The resultant OODR excitation spectra included transitions from v = 0 of
B*Z+ into v = 3, 4 of the E2Z+ and v = 1, 2 of the F211 state. The F211 state had
been previously labeled as a YZ+ state (2). These two states were rotationally
analyzed and molecular constants were generated in a nonlinear, direct-approach,
least-squares fit (3).
II. EXPERIMENTAL

DETAILS

The first laser was a Kr+-pumped Coherent Model CR599-21 continuous wave
dye laser using Oxazine 725 dye. The second laser was an Ar+-pumped CR599-21
with either rhodamine 6G or 101 dye. Single-mode dye laser output powers were
about 50 mW with 3 W all lines pump power (all lines Kr+ red for Oxazine, all
lines Ar+ for rhodamines). Beams from the two dye lasers were made to overlap
with a beamsplitter (throwing away 50% of each beam) and were focused by a
30-cm focal length lens into a Broida-type oven (4). The BaF molecule was
produced by the reaction Ba + SF, with argon as carrier gas. Typical oven conditions were 0.5 Torr of Ar carrier gas with ~1% oxidant injected concentrically
to the Ba + Ar flow outside of the oven chamber.
Frequency calibration of the first laser was accomplished using a Ne pen lamp.
For the second laser, an excitation spectrum from an I2 reference cell and frequency
markers from a 750-MHz semiconfocal Fabry-Perot
etalon were recorded simultaneously with the OODR excitation spectrum. The absolute uncertainty in the
measured OODR lines was about 0.004 cm-’ using the I2 atlas of Gerstenkorn and
Luc (5). The measured lines and derived band origins were not corrected by
subtraction of 0.0056 cm-l (6).
The first laser populated a selected u’, J’, parity level of the B”C+ state. Red
B-X fluorescence was monitored with a Hamamatsu R818 photomultiplier through
a Hoya R70 filter which passed fluorescence with A > 7000 A. The specific B2Y
z, = 0 level excited was identified by comparing the measured laser frequency
against the B-X (0,0) band calculated using the constants of Ref. (7). These
assignments were subsequently confirmed by B-state combination differences in
the OODR spectra.
While the frequency of the first laser was held fixed, the second laser was
scanned and uv fluorescence was monitored through a Corning 7-54 filter by a
Hamamatsu R212 photomultiplier tube. For each level populated by the first laser,
a series of l-cm-l scans were made in order to obtain both the main line and several
satellite lines, which resulted fromJ-changing collisions in the intermediate B state.
III. RESULTS

Lines observed in the OODR excitation spectra were rotationally assigned
simply by counting within a branch to the main OODR line, for which B-state
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TABLE I
BaF FII-B’Z+

(2, 0)

Observed and CalculatedLine Positions (cm-‘)

Y” = 0, J”, and elf parity were known from the selected B-X (0,0)line (7). These
assignments of E-B and F-B OODR lines were confirmed by obtaining constant
B-values from upper-state combination differences. Assigned OODR lines for the
F-B (2,0)and (1, 0) and E-B (4,0)and (3, 0) bands are listed in Tables I-IV.
A nonlinear least-squares approach was used in a direct simultaneous fit of all
fourE”C+(v = 3, 4)-B%+(v = O)andPII(u
= 1, 2)-B%+(u = O)OODRbands,
using the line positions given in Tables I-IV. The standard ‘II-% Hamiltonian
(8) was used and the v = 0 level of the B state was chosen as the zero of energy
because T,, (BT) was known less well (7) than our OODR band origins. All
parameters were allowed to vary except for B-state centrifugal distortion. Simultaneous fitting of all lines from all observed bands reduced correlations among
the molecular parameters. It was necessary to include an AD constant in the W
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TABLE II
BaF FrI-B*Z+

J
1.5

Pm’J’

(1, 0) Observed and Calculated Line Positions (cm-‘)=

QPl&)

%dJ)

J
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Hamiltonian in order to obtain a satisfactory fit. Table V summarizes the resultant
molecular constants.
Fowler’s (2) vibrational numbering of the F’Il state was confirmed by comparing observed relative intensities within the (u’ = 1 and 2, a:$) F-X fluorescence
progressions against calculated Franck-Condon
factors.
Table VI lists the equilibrium constants of the F211and E’E states. Since only
two bands of the F-B transition were analyzed, the Pekeris relationship (9) was
used to estimate w, and w,x, from the single measured AG value. For the E2X state,
the Barrow er al. (7) To value was combined with the two measured E-B band
origins to determine IN,and w,x, directly. The E- and F-state values for B, and (Y,
listed in Table VI were each determined from a single pair of B,values. The extrapolated B,,= 0.22934 ? 0.00029 cm-’ value for the E% state agrees with the value,
0.2290 cm-‘, obtained by Barrow et al. (7) from the E-X (0,0)band.
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Intensity Anomalies
In Fowler’s absorption spectrum he observed some weak bands which he
thought, at first, to be from a ‘II-PC+ transition (2). But, because of the anomalous
relative intensity of the two spin components in these bands, he ascribed them to
two *C+-2X+ transitions (2). Our excitation spectrum (Fig. 1) clearly showed two
sets of P, Q, R triplets which could only belong to the two spin components of a
‘% state. Bandhead measurements from OODR spectra indicated that our PII,,,X3 heads occurred at the same wavelengths as Fowler’s “PZ” state (2). We can
offer no explanation for Fowler’s observed F-X intensity anomalies. The value of
p for PII is too small for there to be substantial PII,,, - 3+ mixing.
TABLE IV
BaF E*Z+-B*Z+ (3, 0) Observed and Calculated Line Positions (cm-‘)”
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TABLE V
Constants for the F, E, and B States of BaF (cm-l)
E2Z+

F%
v=2

vo

16 479.630(l)

%

D/lo6
AV

v=l

16 249.954(2)

v-3
15 727.113(25)

0.0

0.227686(B)

0.224823(13)

0.225948(127)

0.207202(7;

0.1697(19)

0.1553(41)

0.238(142)

o.1900c

1.5678(244)

56.984(l)
1.3320(260)

-0.17080(23)

-0.02458(6)

-0.02426(6)

0.274(126)

-0.181(64)

q,x104

v=o

0.1537(25)

YV
PV

v=4

0.226605(11)

56.959(l)

4
ADvx10

15 957.077(l)

B2ztb

-0.17367(36)

-0.262903(27)

aNumber in parentheses is one standard deviation
bTo for B2Z+-X2X+ is 14 040.21cm-'(Ref.7)
'Held fixed in the fit.

We observed anomalous R vs P intensities in the PII,,,-BY
subband. These
anomalies could be explained entirely on the basis of independently calculable
mixing between the A211,,2 and B*C+ states. Using second-order perturbation
theory and an estimate for the {1/2(AL+) + (BL+)[I + (J + l/2)]} perturbation matrix element (8), the fractional character of A2111,* in B*C+ was calculated
to be about 4%. Assuming that the transition moments for F-B and F-A transitions are the same (cf. (ZO)), then the calculated intensities obtained from the
equations given by Kopp and Hougen (11) agree satisfactorily with those observed.
B. Rotational

Energy

Transfer

OODR linewidths and intensities provide information about rotational energy
transfer (RET) in the intermediate electronic state (B*X+). Collision-induced
OODR satellite lines have larger (but still sub-Doppler) widths than those of the
main lines because of velocity-changing collisions (VCC) (12). For initial B-state
J values larger than 4.5 (RET from lower J levels was not examined), a strong
jAJ/ d e P en d ence of RET was observed. At 0.5 Torr and Jinitiai = 23.5, the relative intensities of main ( AJ = 0), )AJ ( = 1, and 1AJ 1 = 2 lines are 10, 3, and 1,
respectively. The expected short radiative lifetime of BaF B*X+ (10) ensures that
this is an approximately single-collision result.
In addition to the IAJ[ = 1 propensity rule, there was also an indication that
elfparity (13) is preserved in rotation-changing collisions. For example, if the first
laser populates the e component of a given N level of B*Z+, then the intensities of
al/f-component
OODR lines are weaker than the I AJ I = 2 e ---, e RET lines. The
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TABLE VI
E’C and PII

Equilibrium Constants (cm-Y

28 139.4(lO)b

Te

539.08(10)'

we
wx
ee

29 440.7(lO)b
529.81(70)d

2.030(10)

Wexe(Pekeris)

1.96(33)

1.815(45)

Be

0.22990(22)

0.22931(E)

0.00113(14)

0.00108(2)

2.096(l)

2.0982(4)

ae
R,(i)

aUncertainties in parentheses correspond to one standard deviation.
b
Band head values of we' = 468.9 and wexe" = 1.79 were used to obtain Te
[K.P. Huber and G. Herzberg, Constants of Diatomic Molecules (Van Nostrand,
N.Y., 1979)]. The uncertainty reflects our estimated accuracy (+ 1 cm-l)
of the band head we values.
'Barrow's To

= 28 174.45 cm-' for E2z+ was used.

[Ref. 7.1

dCalculated from AG;,2 using Pekeris value of wexe. The uncertainty reflects
our estimated accuracy (+ 10%) of the Pekeris wexe.

same 1AJ 1 and parity propensity rules were also observed in the A% state of CaF
(14). These propensity rules are consistent with first ( ) AJ 1 = 1, e -+ e)- and second
( 1AJ 1 = 2, e -+ e)-order MX electric dipole processes. The alkaline earth halides
are excellent systems for detailed study of RET in the presence of nonzero electronic spin and orbital angular momenta, both because of their suitability to OODR
and the relative ease of attaining single-collision conditions.
C. Electronic Structure
An interesting trend in the molecular constants of BaF is that the rotational
constants for excited electronic states are larger than those of the ground state.
This decrease in internuclear distance at higher energy indicates that the “nonbonding” valence electron in Ba+F- is actually slightly antibonding at low energy.
Barrow et al. (7), on the basis of rotational analysis of the u = 0 levels of BaF
A211 and B2Z+, concluded that these two states were in pure precession with each
other and probably arose from 6~37 and 6po orbitals, respectively.
Pure precession implies that (15)
p(W

= y(5+) =

2ABI(I + 1)
Td2rI) - Td2x+)

and suggests that the orbital angular momentum, I, of the nonbonding orbital is
well defined with integral value. It seems reasonable to expect that, if the lowest
excited states are in pure precession, then it ought to be possible to fit most of the
higher excited states into pure precession relationships.
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FIG. 1. OODR excitation spectrum of BaF using a single-mode first laser and a broadband second laser.

The y and p values for EZ+ and F”TI are, respectively, -0.17 and -0.024 cm-l.
Thus, for two reasons, the E and F states are not in simple pure precession with
each other. First,p # y. Second, the signs of y andp imply that EV lies above its
pure precession Yl counterpart; similarly F”II lies below its YZ+partner.
For the F2TI state, A = 57, B = 0.2288, p = -0.025, and assuming 1 = 1,
T,,(2II) - To@+) is 2100 cm-‘. Hence, the state that is in pure precession with
F”II might be expected to lie near T, = 31 540 cm-‘. This value is close to T, for
the observed WC+ state (31 582 cm-‘), so that the F and H states are probably
in pure precession and perhaps come from the 8pr and 8po orbitals, respectively.
To verify this orbital assignment, a rotational analysis of the HYP state must be
performed in order to determine whether its y parameter has the required pure
precession value.
There is no known PII state with energy and A value suitable to qualify for pure
precession with PC+. Three possibilities exist: E”Z+ derives from an s, p, or d
orbital. The first possibility can be ruled out by the large value of y. The second
possibility requires’ that the interacting 7p7r E’ W state lie between 27 000 and
28 000 cm-‘. A d complex would locate’ the nd E’ W state between 25 000 and
27 000 cm-‘. A preliminary OODR experiment has located the u = 0 level of a new
%,* state near 27 400 cm-‘. Before this new state and E”Z+ can be assigned as
belonging to a 7p orbital, the A andp values of the 411state must be determined.
V. SUMMARY

The E”C+and F”II electronic states of the BaF molecule have been characterized
by sub-Doppler OODR excitation spectroscopy.
Tentative nl assignments are
suggested for both states. Only a few definitive nl assignments will be required
to enable arrangement of the electronic states of BaF into s, p, and d Rydberg
1In order to estimate the location of the/? % state that interacts with,?%+. it is necessary to estimate
its spin-orbit constant. Since E’ *II must lie between F211and C*II, its A value should be bracketed by
those of the F (57 cm-l) and C (200 cm-l) states. This range of A is reflected in the two quoted ranges
for the energy of an 1 = 1 or 2 E’ *II state.
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series and to provide a framework for meaningful comparisons
tronic structure of Ba+ and the barium monohalides.
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